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Welcome
back
to
Ma st e r s
swimming –
the best form of exercise bar
none. I know that some of
you kept active over the
summer months –while
others enjoyed the great
weather and relaxed with
family and friends on lakes
and beaches throughout the
Province and Canada. It’s
now time to get back into the
swing of things and get in
shape for a great year ahead.
The quiet of summer’s long
days and warm nights was
broken by the unfortunate
death of Russ Donaldson, a
long time Masters swimmer
and MSABC Board member
on Canada day at Sasamat
Lake Swim- Russ’s cheerful
and positive attitude about
Masters Swimming will be
missed.
Another summer distraction
was the 2004 Olympics.
While the Olympics provided
some interesting moments,
the competition in the pool
from my Canadian point of
view, was certainly less than
outstanding.
If you have
strong ideas or feelings on
this subject, get in touch with
Bonnie Pronk, our editor.
Perhaps we could have some
interesting articles on this
subject!
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Back to Masters, we have a
solid programme to look
forward to this year. Meets
will start in December with
the UBC and finish in BC at
the Provincials in Nanaimo –
don’t forget that he World
Master Games are in
Edmonton this year, July 2227, 2005. If you want to Swim
relays and are not going with
your club – registered as
MSBC – Master Swimming
British Columbia. We will put
some relays together and we
also are looking at some form
of standard clothing for all BC
participates
We are also going to
continue with our successful
coaching and swim camps
and don’t forget that the
video camera is available for
use throughout the province.
All right enough with the talk let’s get down to the pool and
start to get in shape for this
season of fast swimming.
Aart

Senior Games with Leon Politano
and Aart- getting on with business during a break
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CALENDAR of MASTERS
Meets
2004
Nov 13-14 ..................... Zone SCM - David Douglas High School Portland, OR - Dennis Baker (503)
679-4601 bakeswim@yahoo.com
Sun Dec 5 ...................... UBC Masters, SC - UBC Aquatic Centre, Vancouver - Michele Mossman (604)
730-5616 or www.ubcmasters.com
2005
Sun Jan 23..................... Cowichan Aquannis Masters, SC - Cowichan Aquannis Pool, Duncan Diane Ruffell (250) 746-9804 e-mail: kdruffell@yahoo.ca
Sun Feb 13 .................... English Bay Swim Club, SC - UBC Pool, Vancouver - Jos Arpink (604)
831-5678 or meet2005@englishbay.org
Sun Feb 20 .................... Bellevue Club WA, SC - Bellevue WA, Cory Hilderbrand (425) 688-3127
cory@bellevueclub.com
Sat Mar 12...................... Victoria Masters, LC - Sannich Commonwealth Pool, Victoria - Leon Politano
(250) 478-3379 Politano@pacificcoast.net
Mar 18-20....................... New Zealand Masters LC Championships - Dunedin, New Zealandrunne_rkerry@hotmail.com
Mar 30-Apr 2.................. 30th Aussi Masters National Swim Championships - Hobart, Tasmania www.aussimasters.com.au
April .............................. 2005 MSABC Provincials - Nanaimo (date and details next issue)
May 20-23 ..................... Canadian Masters Championships, SC - Etobicoke Olympium, Toronto, Ontario
Lois Adams loisorangevan@aol.com
July 22-27 ...................... World Masters Games - Edmonton, AB - www.2005worldmasters.com/

In this issue we have tried to catch
up with events from May to September
and thus have included information
and pictures on the Canadian
Champi onships, the W orl d
Championships and other meets.
Many Masters did some Open Water
swimming and we have reported what
information that was given to us.
BC swimmers made excellent
showings for 2003 in the world top ten.
Congratulations to all. That is quite an
achievement. If you didn’t make it this
year, check to see how you are doing
in Canada. The top 20 listings can be
found at: http://www3.sympatico.ca/
chberger/#canada
There is still time to swim a few
more races to get some good
placings.
For the year 2005 see if you can
swim all the events in either short or
long course. Unfortunately BC long

course meets are few and far
between. This hurts all BC swimmers.
To have another yearly long course
meet would be nice even if it were a
long distance meet with 400, 800 1500
free events particularly of interest to
open water swimmers, & others who
don’t get a chance to try longer
events.
Swimmers’ Dialogue continues with
some thoughts from our newest world
record holder John van Buuren.
Coaches’ corner takes a look at the
need for kicking from Aaron Dahl from
Campbell River. Perhaps you can find
some help here to start the new swim
year.
Nutrition Notes takes a page from
runners and adds a lighter note to this
ever changing area of health.
Barry Davis from Quadra Island
continues to amuse and enlighten us
with his ‘Victim Profile’. Let Barry know
If you or someone you know would like
to be the next ‘victim’.

If you are looking for an exciting
and fun vacation that will allow you to
keep up your swimming, you will be
i nt erest ed i n readi ng Ni chol e
Harrison’s article on her swim Trek.
Other exotic places for treks are also
available.
Rem em ber f eedback and
suggestions are always welcome and
if your article or picture is not here that
is probably because you did not send
it.
Please submit questions on
rules as we will go ‘Behind the
Scenes’ with one of BC’s chief
referees for the next issue. Do you
have questions on the legality of
the fly, the back stroke turn etc?
Please note that your editors are
no longer living in the sticks. We
are now in Campbell River.
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A Column by a swimmer NO longer living in the sticks
Bonnie Pronk
COMMENTS & FEEDBACK WELCOME

Training on Your Own

Some tips when training on your
As summer grows to a close, not own:
only do the kids head back to
school, Masters swimmers head
Try to determine the best time
back to their local pools. Don’t
within the confines of your
procrastinate, just go for it! Many
availability to ‘hit’ the pool
swimmers do not have clubs with
Take you equipment and pile
which to swim or may only be able
it in front of your lane (helps to
to swim with their home club on
intimidate others)
certain days. That leaves the
W ork some e asy but
challenge (not problem) of training
impressive fly into your warm
on your own.
up (helps to clear your lane)
Wear a cap from one of the
The first thing you need to set up
Masters meets (sometimes
is a goal or goals. This is where
draws questions and/or
meets provide a good incentive.
intimidates) For questions you
The goal can be just to swim in the
can put in a few plugs for
meet, to do a certain time, to try a
Masters swimming
different event etc. Also when you
Questions from others can be
train alone the meet provides a
answered briefly with a look at
time to meet with others with a
the clock and off you go
common interest. After the meet
saying quickly..”Oh, on a set
you can socialize.
(clock), have to go!”
If you are lucky enough to find
Unlike the club swimmer, you
a lane with only one other
don’t do ‘lip laps’ but make efficient
swimmer in it, suggest to them
use of your training time in the
that you swims ‘sides’ (each
water. This can be a real bonus
staying to his/her side of the
when you are short of time and if
lane) instead of swimming
you really focus during you training
circles at least till the 3rd
sessions, they can serve as a true
person arrives. This allows
escape from any worries. When
you more freedom to swim
concentrating on your stroke
without worrying about
technique, stokes per length, time
catching and passing another
of repeat etc. there is little time to
swimmer or vice versa and
think about other concerns.
allows you to do proper turns.
It is also almost mandatory for
Since we are social animals
getting in some great
however, it is nice to be with
backstroke.
others. Training while a buddy is
Ask the lifeguards to put in
swimming too is often good
backstroke flags if they are
because you know they are there
available always adding the
working hard too even though you
importance of safety for all.
may each decide to do your own
This may take time but do
workout because of different
persist. Often they say that
interests and/or abilities.
the clubs have the flags which

are locked up. Reiterate the
importance of safety and take
it to higher levels if need be.
Make up your workout before
you get in the pool. You can
use a plastic clipboard and
write on it with a carpenters
pencil or use a just a piece of
paper and wet it to put against
a kick board.
When travelling you can use a
tied off tether to swim in one
spot in a tiny motel/hotel pool.
Decide how many times you
wish to swim per week and
stick to it. If you make the
commitment at the start you
don’t need to review whether
you should go to the pool that
particular day or not. You
have already committed, so
GO. You can congratulate
yourself later.
Go to a clinic or get a private
session with a good coach to
keep your stroke technique on
track.
Have an individual coach
(possibly spouse or friend)
check your splits and obvious
error. You can ask them to
look to see if you are
‘dropping your elbow’ for
example.
Finally, one more idea to get you
going might be setting yourself a
challenge to try to swim all 18
short course metre events or all 17
long course events in 2005. Hey,
that’s a good excuse to travel to
lots of meets. Go do it!
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Riccione, Reflections on a
World Championship
By Gary Pronk

Picture 5 acres of land, dig in two
50m ten lane pools, diving pool, two
25m pools in this area, put up two
large basketball court size tents,
(one for registration, the other one a
restaurant), then sprinkle in 12 or so
smaller commercial tents and insert
6300 Masters swimmers, and
another 7,000 bodies (spouses,
officials, divers and synchronized
swimmers) into the leftover spaces
and you have a recipe for chaos.
This was especially true on the first
day, but each day the meet became
more and more efficient.
Obviously there were some hangups. The warm ups were very

25m warm down zoo

challenging and dangerous. Many
swimmers got hit, kicked or swum
over. The older swimmers, in
particular, found it tough and
hazardous. Perhaps it is time to
give the over 65 or 70 swimmers
one or two lanes as is done in the
US.
A lot of the events had between
60-80 heats so the staging area
was quite interesting. There were 5
rows of 10 chairs and swimmers
played musical chairs eventually
advancing toward the blocks. ID’s
were continually checked. The
inside pool used one of the small
dressing room areas for marshalling
and it was crowded, uncomfortable
and somewhat disorganized.
Coaching your swimmer either
during warm up or just prior to the
race was impossible. Coaches were
not allowed on the deck and often

did not see their swimmer for one
hour prior to the race.
Swimmers received heat sheets
only for their events. This made it
difficult to see other Canadians
swim as you had no idea what time
their heat would be. There were 53
Canadian Masters swimmers at the
meet. The medal count was 24
medals, 10 gold, 8 silver and 6
bronze. Canada scored 12th out of
62 countries. BC’s John van
Buuren, 50, was the outstanding
Canadian with 3 world records and
4 gold and one silver medal. Hats
off to John.
Because of the mass of people it
was difficult to mix with Canadian
swimmers though the bright red and
black track suits did help. The older
swimmers swam early in the
morning and the younger ones
would swim four to five hours later
for the same event. Chris Smith, our
MSC president, did organize a
dinner later in the week where
Canadian Masters could meet.
Good idea.
Once the meet progressed, the
level of competition became
obvious as each age group had
super fast swimmers. Often there
were 3 to 6 heats of 10 swimmers
per age group. Europe was well
represented in numbers and talent.
For the swimmers, it was great to
swim in a meet that was run by age
and gender. W hen will the
Canadian ‘time trial’ Championship
ever change?
Italy was a great place to visit.
Venice was very interesting and you
got to travel there with fellow
swimmers from different countries.
The Republic of San Marino (where
the water polo was staged) was
breathtaking and only a short
distance away perched on a
mountain. The Italian restaurants,
especially off the beaten tourist
path, were great and served some
awesome pasta dishes and pizzas
with great wine.
Reflecting back, it was a great
meet, the positives outweighing the
negatives and we left with great
memories. For those thinking about
such a high caliber meet and
wanting to attend a W orld
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San Marino

Championship your chance will
come in 22 months. Stanford
University, Palo Alto, California
(near San Francisco) will be hosting
the next Worlds in two outdoor 50m
very fast pools. It will be a super
organized meet and certainly will be
a lot cheaper in terms of travel, food
and accommodation than Italy
though not quite so exotic.

Impressions &
Reflections on the
World Masters
Swimming
Championships in
Riccione, Italy
By BC Swimmers

Great Lengths asked the BC
swimmers who swam in Italy for
t heir ow n impressions and
reflections on the championships
and Italy and for their placings.
From John van Buuren - (50-54)
Vancouver Ducks
There is much to remember about
the recent World Masters in Italy.
The thousands of hotels, the beach
and of course the pools. Two 50
metre pools, two warm-up pools
and a diving facility all at the same
location. I wondered if there is any
venue in Canada that could match
the venue in Riccione. If this is a
reflection of the quality of facilities in
Italy it could explain why they
consistently have athletes in the
top 10 in the world.
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My fondest memory will be that of
riding a bike everywhere.I would
bike to the pool for warm-up in the
morning. The residents of Riccione
would be out in their gardens,
sweeping the sidewalks or on their
way to the market. The scent of
flowers and the ocean filled the air.
With
narrow
streets, compact
homes
and
ev erything
seemingly close it
was as if
the
uniqueness
of
Italy
swept
through
me
everyday. It was
reconnecting with
my
European
roots and it was
wonderful.
World’s logo
from Eulah Varty – Cowichan (7074)
I thought:
the weather would be so
warm, we did not take any warm
clothing.
Wrong: Will I ever forget the
morning, sitting in a tent, with
everything on that I could borrow.
Everyone was freezing, and I knew
that my turn would soon come to
strip down to my bathing suit, and
swim 200 backstroke, in the rain,
outdoors!
Everyone would speak a bit
of English especially the officials.
No: probably lots of other
languages, not always English, and
pronouncing the Japanese names
by the officials was a hoot.
All kinds of swimmers would
turn out for the meeting of the
competition:
A handful! However, hundreds
turned up, standing, sitting, and
shouting for the open water swim.
Europeans are quite vocal.
The 3K in the Adriatic Sea
would be too cold to swim in after
the bad weather.
A perfect experience, with a balmy
warm sea.
Going to the next World
Championships YES!!! LESSONS

ANYONE.
Placings: 200 IM (3rd), 400 IM (5th),
200 breast (10th), 200 fly (5th), 200
back (12th), 3K open water (3rd)
From Bonnie Pronk - Victoria
Crystal Silver Streaks (60-64)
The pool complex with all the
6300 pool competitors was like an
ant hill. Swimmers were weaving in
and out on land and in the water.
We were always being directed,
often by the most circuitous routes
to change rooms, pools, seating
etc. In the pool it was a true zoo
due to numbers and the fact that
the Europeans do not follow our
carefully drafted North American
warm up procedures. Medals could
have been given for surviving warm
up and cool downs.
However, the meet ran well
and quite efficiently though the
marshalling area in the indoor pool
was the heart of the ant hill. You
just had to keep your cool and go
with the flow.
I will remember Riccione as
the town with the small intimate
hotels and restaurants, of people
wal ki ng, l a ug hi n g, c hat t i ng
everywhere in the town and along
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& spectators. 10,000 plus was really
a crowd! It was very nice to see old
friends again from our native
country, Mexico and from all over
the world. This was a unique
experience and different from
Toronto, Tokyo, Denmark, Sheffield
and Maui.
Facilities such as
showers and toilettes were
inadequate and insufficient for all
t h e

Indoor 50m
pool

swimmers around the area.
Because of the different pools
for men and women, I only got to
see my husband swimming in two
out of his five events. (Women
swam outdoors and men, indoors
and vice versa on alternating days)
Italy is always beautiful and people
are nice and warm! The place that
we stayed in Cattolica was the best
that we could find though only
ranked as a 3 star hotel, small but
the service was 6 stars!!! Just
Outdoor
50m
pool

On the beach
the beach, of rows after endless
rows of beach umbrellas and chairs,
of music boxes on poles on the
streets and of camaraderie at the
pool where language took a back
seat to the shared interest in
swimming.
Placings: 100, 200 breast (2nd),
200 back (2nd), 200 IM (2nd), 50
breast (4th)
Talking about Italy, Salvador
(Huerta) & myself (Georgina Lopez
– North Vancouver) never expected
such a huge amount of competitors

fantastic.
Placings: Salvador (50-54) 50
breast (50), 100 br (52), 50 back
(30), 100 back (23), 200 back (26).
Georgina: 50 free (3rd - Can
record),100 free (5th - Can record),
50 breast (13th), 50 back (12th),
200 free (9th)
From Ivan Szasz - UBC (65-69)
I don’t have a presentable
picture of the Worlds but I am sure
somebody has. My placings
were: 50 free (24), 50 fly (19), 200
free (20), 400 free (26), 800 free
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

(22) Not a very great performance.
The highlight for me was meeting
old friends. One such friend was
someone I played water polo in
Hungary and have not seen since
1956. I am looking forward to many
more World Masters Aquatic
Championships. I am now working
towards 2006, Palo Alto. I hope to
do better.
Jennifer Kobi - Salmon Arm (30-34)
The opportunity to compete in
Italy was a fantastic experience. I
love being able to combine my
enjoyment of swimming with the
chance to see other parts of our
world. It was tons of fun to interact
with swimmers from all over (I got to
trade my "Team Canada" jacket for
a ProSwim Brazil jacket) but even
more fun getting to know the other
members
of
the
Canadian
team.
It
is
hard to
k n o w
what to
Swimmers statue San Marino w r i t e
because there were so many
exciting happenings both in and out
of the pool. So you'
ll just have to
picture me with a big smile on my
face, standing beside the outdoor
pool in Riccione with a gelati in one
hand and a real Italian espresso in
the other... or wait, was that a
Chianti in one hand and real Italian
man on the other...My placings: 3rd
- 100fr - 1:01.94 7th - 200fr 2:17.33 7th - 50fr - 28.81 13th 200IM - 2:37.08 14th - 200br 3:03.51
Mark Oldham - EBSC (35-39)
Although my times weren'
t as
fast as I would have liked, my first
Worlds
was
a
great
experience. Also, it was my first trip
to Italy (which is an amazing
country).
The EBSC contingent rented a
groovy pad and a car (Annelle and
John Blackmer were already crazy
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drivers, so it didn'
t take them long to
fit right in on the road!).
The swimming facilities were
amazing (two 10-lane 50m pools
plus a scary old 25m pool for warmup). Ho wev er, wi t h 70 00+
swimmers it was barely enough to
accommodate all the people. Each
day the meet started at 8:00 a.m.,
and the day of my 400 free I finally
swam at 8:20 p.m....luckily the sun
was still up!
Here are my events and
placings (I think the 200 Br was a
best time since I'
ve been swimming
Masters, and the 200 IM was only a
few 100ths off a time I did a few
years ago): 800 Free (10th), 200 IM
(4th), 100 Free (7th), 200 Breast
(19th), 400 Free(12th).
John Blackmer: EBSC - (45-49)
I had the great honour of being
the first swimmer from EBSC to
ever swim at Worlds. When I first
signed up for the meet I was
wondering if I would even make the
qualifying times, although after
easily making all of the standards at
my "practice" meet (Edmonton
Nationals) I knew I wouldn'
t have a
problem. Riccione was quite the
city...I quickly fell in love with the
"Green Pearl of the Adriatic". We
planned to swim all of our events on
the first few days of the meet so
that we would be able to travel
around Italy. I swam life-time bests
in the 800 and 400 free, while my
200 breast was just slightly off the
time I did in Edmonton.
Once finished at the meet, we
did day-trips to Venice, Ravenna,
and Urbino, and once Annelle was
done the Open Water competition
(it was on Day 20, I think) we
headed to Tuscany, and finished
our trip with a few days in Cinque
Terre.
The next Worlds are being
held at the Stanford University pool
(near San Francisco). Being so
close (16 hour drive), hopefully we'
ll
have a huge group from BC
heading down (it'
s an amazing
facility).
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Annelle & John Harmer (EBSC)
From the second we landed at
Federico Fellini International
Airport, we knew we were destined
for a unique experience. We made
our taxi detour past the most
amazing swimming facilities we had
ever seen, a beautiful 50 m outdoor
pool and a brand-new 50 m indoor
pool. So what if they were still
laying the tiles in the indoor pool,
there was still a couple of days
before the meet officially began. We
couldn’t resist a quick warm-up, so
along with 6 or 7 thousand other
swimmers, we dove in. The pool
instantly felt incredible, and we
knew right away this was going to
be a fun meet.
A couple of days later the meet
began, and it really was a truly
amazing experience. We’ve never
been part of such an international
event before, and this added to the
excitement we were already
feeling. Everything just clicked and
we could feel all the hard work was
paying off. The confidence we had
in our training produced the most
relaxed feeling we’ve ever had at a
swim meet, and this coupled with
the sheer exhilaration of being a
part of this great event led to PB’s
all around. Or was it the daily gelato
and thoughts of a three week
vacation once the swimming was
done?
The camaraderie between all the
Canadians was overwhelming, and
the friendships that were developed
over the course of the meet made it
all worthwhile, especially with a
small contingent from Colorado,
and some guy named Swimmy.
My times were all PB'
s for me
and one provincial record in the 400
free. Placings:(35-39) 400 Free 5:09.65 - 15/49, 800 Free -10:36.45
- 13/39, 50 Fly - 33.92 - 26/48,
200IM - 2:52.58 - 19/48
Gondolier
on cell
phone.
Old and
new Italy
merge
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Edmonton 50m pool
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Brian Johnson Vancouver Ducks

Cowichan

Norbert Ricker
Summerland

Quadra Island
English Bay

Victoria Masters

Salmon Arm
White Rock Waves
Kootenays

Navy

Kamloops
Victoria Crystal Silver Streaks

Kelowna
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National record Relays
At Edmonton

4 x 50 free (240-279) MSBC
TIM Arnholz, Peter Bell, Barry Davis
John Grave
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4 x 50 medley (240-279) MSBC
Aart Looye, Peter Bell, Barry Davis
Salvador Huerta

4 x 100 free (200-239) Waves
Dale Freeman, Kathy Graham, Elsa
de Leeuw, Kerry Duvall

4 x 50 free (320-389) VCSS
Hugh McGregor, James Ward, Jim
Panton, Grant Hall

4 x 100 free (240-279) MSBC
Colleen Nelson, Joan Parnell, Georgina Lopez, Barb Wiens

Well, the USMS does run exciting National Masters meets! Last year in New Jersey, it was the huge power blackout
that was all around us but spared our little corner of NJ at Rutgers University. This year
our two representatives from BC, Eulah Varty and Bonnie Pronk braved two hurricanes.
The first, ‘Bonnie’, caused spin off tornadoes and the third last heat of the 1500 m race
was in progress. Because of the closeness of the tornadoes, the swimmers were stopped
10min or so into the race and cleared from the pool area. The pool area was covered by a
bubble. Luckily nothing happened. Two days into the meet, we were told that we would be
informed at our hotels at 5:30am.the following day whether the meet would be cancelled or
not. Hurricane ‘Charlie’ was on track to hit Savannah! Fortunately it just veered away from
Savannah at the last moment, all was well and the meet continued.
The meet was well run, as usual, and many records were broken. The social, a paddle
boat cruise and dinner on the Savannah River, was outstanding.
Eulah and Bonnie collected their share of medals, Bonnie with 5 golds in the 50,100, 200 breast and the 200 back
and 200 IM. Eulah had seconds in the 200 IM and 400 IM, a 3rd in the 200 breast, 4th in the 1500 free and 7th in the
200 back. Next Aug, USMS Nationals will be in Mission Viejo, CA.

Savannah
loves their
fish drain
pipe spouts

Savannah Moss

Patriot Games in Camas, WA on Sept 11/04
Complete with F18 fly past at 9:11am
Pentathlon Meet in an outdoor pool

Bonnie Pronk, Leon Politano and
Eulah Varty represent BC & Canada

COACHES
If a person completes the
NCCP
Swimming
Coaching Theory and
Technical Level I courses
and a minimum of 30
practical hours with a
Masters team, the Board
will reimburse that person
the sum of $150.00
towards the cost of the
courses.
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OPEN WATER SWIMS
Submitted by Laura Harris
The summer on Vancouver Island
was perfect for open water
enthusiasts, both seasoned and first
timers. With the water temperatures
in the high 70’s (22-24 degrees)
swimming in many of our crystal
cl ear pr i sti ne l akes, was
unbelievable for the many swimmers
who took to the waters, to discover
and experience swimming outside
the lines. There are several open
water swims in BC and the Seattle
area, I can only report on the ones I
participated in.
The season began with some very
sad news for the swimmers,
especially the Masters. Russ
Donaldson, a wonderful man with a
t rue passi on f or swi mmi ng
especially open water swimming,
died doing what he loved. He will be
missed by many both on deck as a
coach and as a seasoned
competitor. As a tribute to him,
Bruce Bauman swam and dedicated
his Thetis Lake swim to him. The
Lake Cowichan 10km was named in
honour of him, as he was training for
this as well. We all dedicated the
day to him. And I dedicated my
Skaha Lake Swim to Russ as he
was to have swum this one as well.
This season, The southern part of
Vancouver Island hosted 3 different
swims. On July 18th, the first Annual
Russ Donaldson Memorial 10km
Lake Cowichan Open Water swim
saw 7 swimmers participate. For
Alex Miller (Cowichan), Dawn
Jaegger (USMS, and Deb Poland
(Qualicum) this was their first ever
10km distance. The water was calm
at first, but once around the corner
at the half way mark, the wind had
whipped up the surface into medium
sized waves. Harris crossed first in a
time of 2 hours and 50, Deb Poland
in 2 hrs 53, Alex Miller (no wetsuit)
narrowly beat out Pete Gillis by a
couple of minutes in a time of 3hrs
06 mins. Jaegger completed the
swim in 3hrs and 15 mins, Joanne
and Jacquie battled it out finishing in
3 hours and 48 and 50 mins.
The Annual Thetis Lake swim took
place July 25th with distances of

5km, 3 km, 1.5km and 800m.
Several Masters took part in this
event. Results can be found at
www.hto.ca. It is always great to see
new and seasoned masters pacing
t he r ace and challengi ng
them sel v es. Ma ny p o st ed
impressive times. The overall
winners in the 5km, Karley Stutzel
and Dave Creel will be representing
Canada in the World Cup Open
Water Races.
On August 7th, 45 swimmers
started in waist deep water, with the
wind blowing head on and the
waves still building in the Skaha
Lake 11.8km Ultra Swim. In the wind
and waves, sighting becomes more
challenging. Holding the line and
staying on course also proves
difficult for many swimmers. Wayne

Jones (Nanaimo), a first time Skaha
competitor succinctly described the
difficulty with staying on course. “I
thought my crew were sabotaging
me, and I was way off course”. It
does feel like one is swimming
sideways when the wind and current
is pulling you off course. (Skaha
empties into the Okanagan Falls,
which is several metres to the right
of the finish area). During one of my
breaks, which requires testing my
blood sugar levels, 5 swimmers
blew by me as I was blown back
down the course. Determined to
catch up, I plowed through the
waves hoping for relative calm at the
8km mark at Ponderosa Point. I
caught sight of the boats that had
passed me and dug down to see
how close I could get. I passed 4
and the last swimmer in this bunch
wasn’t going to let me pass. It was
quite the duel with yours truly out
running Tim Goater of Nanaimo), to
finish 11 seconds ahead. (Being his
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1st Skaha swim, he discovered the
difficulty of trying to stand up after
3+ hours of a grueling battle in the
waves. “If I had only known it was
you” he lamented with his grin and
laugh. “Me too” I laughed. In these
races, the identity of the swimmers
is not easy, as most support crew
are local volunteers. Harris (3hrs
28.21 and Goater(3hrs. 28.32) both
won the male and female 40-49
category, and Jones (3hrs 36.42)
placed 3rd in his age category of 5059. Excellent swims in the
conditions. The results of this swim
were slower this year with only 2
swimmers finishing in under 3 hours,
due to the difficult wind and waves,
but every swimmer finished.
R e su l t s c a n b e f o u n d a t
www.ultraswimcanada.com Steve
King, the voice of Ironman, did a
fabulous job of announcing and
keeping the crowds and spectators
well versed with who we were.
On August 13th 3 BC Masters
stepped into the head of Lake
Cowichan and began their scenic
cruise down 26km of the 34km Lake
Cowichan. It began with a slight
ripple on the water with the relative
calmness staying for the first
12.6kms. As predicted, once out of
the calm of the Picnic Islands, the
wind began to pick up. Staying in a
rhythm with these waves is a

Deb Poland, Hayley John, Laura Harris

challenge. Changing tempo, and
incorporating some drills helps.
Haley John swam the distance by
using all four strokes, thus was the
first swimmer to do an IM Marathon.
Harris finished in 8:00.12 seconds,
Poland in 8hrs and 33 mins and
John in 9hrs and 11 mins. For
Poland and John, this was their first
marathon and the longest distance
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each had done. For John it was
longer by 21kms. “That was
incredible” she beamed as she
stepped out at the finish. “Just
incredible”
After the events, swimmers share
stories and their great tales of the
Swim. So much to learn about Open
Water Swimming.
Next year Leanne Wilkinson and
Laura Harris will be offering Open
Water camps to prepare for these
events. 2 weekend camps and a
weeklong one where swimmers can
learn how to swim efficiently in the
waves, and how to hold a line and
navigate for both the swimmer and
support crew will be offered.
Shoulder screening and prevention
exercises, core body strength and
cross training will be part of the
program, which will be housed in the
historical Forestry Research Centre
on the shores of Lake Cowichan. A
great spot for a family holiday while
doing some open water swimming.
Challenge yourself this season.
Add an open water event to your
repertoire. Add a greater distance.
Come and join others in training and
competing in these fun and friendly
distance events. Training for these
events is a season goal, with regular
attendance at Masters or training
sessions key. It does not require
endless laps, rather consistent
training and diligent shoulder
prevention exercises. See you on
the deck, set goals and have fun
reaching them.

Swim on Friend
The swim community is made up of
many special people that include
age group swimmers, masters
swimmers, triathletes, officials, and
supporters. Russ Donaldson was
an integral part of that community.
Russ Donaldson left us on July 1,
2004 doing what he enjoyed,
competing in an open water event,
the 4k Canada Day Challenge at
Sasamat Lake with his wife Joan on
the shore as support crew. Joan
had taken his time as he completed
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the first 2k circuit and he was right
on target for his goal
time. Somewhere around the 3k
mark Russ’ heart stopped and his
stroke was stilled.
Russ was well known, often being
referred as
“the big guy
in the yellow
bathing cap”
by
the
patrons
of
the Crystal
Pool
who
didn’t know
him
by
name. The
age group
community
knew him
as a stroke and judge official; the
triathlete community knew him as
that awesome swimmer on various
triathlon relay teams from Team
Westcoast; the BC Special Olympics
community knew him as a coach
and friend; the coaching community
knew him as a person with
incredible knowledge and coaching
ability; the Victoria Crystal Silver
Streaks knew him as their club
leader and driving force; the Masters
swimming community knew him as a
competitor, an organizer, the “go to
guy”; he served on the MSABC
board of directors as vicepresident, and to many Russ was
known as a good friend, a man of
honour and integrity, compassion
and fairness, humour and a touch of
seriousness when it was needed.
Russ had two passions in his life;
Joan and swimming.
Joan and
Russ were a team. “I need to check
with my personal trainer,” Russ was
often heard to say referring fondly to
Joan. Joan was on deck at every
Masters meet and on shore at every
open water swim, cheering,
recording, laughing and sharing in
Russ’
enjoyment
of
swimming. Russ was a beautiful
swimmer.
His strokes were
gracef ul,
efficient
and
powerful. Freestyle was his stroke
of choice and the longer distance
were to his liking. He competed
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annually in the MS Thetis Lake
Swim winning his age group on
many occasions. He had competed
the Rattle Snake Island Swim (7.1
km), and last year won his age
group the National 5 Km at St.
Mary’s quarry in Ontario. Russ was
a keen supporter
of
Masters
swimming
and
his
club,
VCSS.
Many
peopl e
hav e
commented that
the first friendly
person they met
at the Crystal
(other than the
staff) was Russ. He made them feel
welcome and encouraged them to
stay with their swimming.
He
willingly shared his knowledge of
swimming with everyone from
novice to elite.
At Russ’ memorial service Joan told
about the trip home from Sasamat
with her family. While on the ferry, a
pod of orcas were swimming along
side. Russ and Joan had made
many trips on the ferry and had
hoped for but had never seen any
orcas. Joan said that this was a
message from Russ to say that he is
fine and swimming with another club
now.
The swimming community is made
up of many special people. Russ
was, and always will be significant
member of our swimming
community. He will be missed but
not forgotten.

Swim on my friend.
Leon Politano
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BC Swimmers in World Top Ten Rankings for 2003
!
Victoria Naess
Victoria Naess
Pam Kalas
Heather Beynon
Isabelle Bohlmann
" "
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi

50 free
100 free
1500 free
200 back
200 breast

10
10
6
9
8

50 free
100 free
1500 free
200 breast
100 IM
200 IM
400 IM

8
9
10
10
9
4
7

Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
Sarah MacDonald
!
Judy Woodward
Judy Woodward
Judy Woodward
Judy Woodward
Avila Rhodes
Avila Rhodes
Avila Rhodes
# #
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
# #!
Linda MacPherson
Linda MacPherson
Linda MacPherson

50 free
100 free
200 free
400 free
50 back
50 breast
50 fly
100 IM
200 IM

1
2
2
8
5
9
5
2
7

50 back
100 back
50 breast
100 IM
50 breast
100 breast
200 breast

8
5
3
3
7
8
4

50 free
100 free
200 free
400 free
800 free
1500 free
50 back
100 back
200 back
50 breast
100 breast
200 breast
50 fly
100 fly
200 fly
100 IM
200 IM
400 IM

9
7
4
3
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
2
2

50 free
100 free
200 free

6
3
5

Victoria

Isabelle

Heather

Carolyn
Jennifer

Norma

Cindy

Joan

Sarah, Avila, and Judy

Linda MacPherson
Linda MacPherson
Linda MacPherson
Linda MacPherson
$ $
Carolyn Lewis
Carolyn Lewis
Frances McIntosh
Frances McIntosh
Elaine Nicholson
Elaine Nicholson
Norma Powell
Norma Powell
Norma Powell
Norma Powell
Norma Powell
$ $!
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Elsa de Leeuw
Elsa de Leeuw
% %
Irene Athans
Irene Athans
Irene Athans
Irene Athans
Irene Athans

400 free
800 free
50 fly
100 IM

4
3
9
10

400 free
50 back
800 free
1500 free
100 fly
400 IM
50 br
100 breast
50 fly
100 IM
200 IM

7
10
10
8
10
4
7
4
5
3
2

50 free
100 free
200 free
400 free
50 back
100 back
200 back
50 breast
100 breast
100 IM
400 free
200 IM

5
5
7
5
1
1
2
2
5
1
9
8

50 back
100 back
200 back
50 breast
100 breast

5
3
4
6
5

&

Irene

Bonnie

Elsa

Linda

Elaine

!
Isabelle Bohlmann
" "
Cindy Radford
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi
Jennifer Kobi
Sarah MacDonald
!
Judy Woodward
# #
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk

200 breast 9
50 back
100 free
200 free
200 IM

7
7
8
7

50 free

4

50 breast

2

50 free
100 free
200 free
50 back
100 back
200 back

9
7
7
8
2
1
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' (
# # )*
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
Bonnie Pronk
$ $
Norma Powell
Norma Powell
Norma Powell
Norma Powell
$ $!
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell
Joan Parnell

!
Ryan Laurin
" "
Sean Swain
Sean Swain
Mark Oldham
Mark Oldham
Kevan Bates
Graham Welbourn
Graham Welbourn
Graham Welbourn
Graham Welbourn
!
John van Buuren
John van Buuren
John van Buuren
Mike Stamhuis
Mike Stamhuis
!
Bruce Sutherland
Bruce Sutherland
# #!
Peter Bell
Peter Bell
Peter Bell
$ $
John Grave
% %
Frank White
Alfred Schulhof
Alfred Schulhof
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" )*

% %!

+

JimPanton
Jim Panton

+
50 breast
100 breast
200 breast
50 fly
100 fly
200 IM

1
2
2
8
2
1

50 breast
100 breast
50 fly
200 IM

5
6
5
7

50 back
100 back
200 back
50 breast

1
1
1
3

50 free

2

800 free
400 IM
200 free
800 free
50 back

8
7
10
10
6

100 free
200 free
400 free
800 free

7
5
4
4

50 fly
100 fly
50 back

5
4
4

200 free
400 free

9
8

100 IM
400 IM

7
7

7

400 free
7
100 breast 9
200 breast 4

100breast 8
200 breast 5
&

Ryan

Sean

Mark

Bruce

Graham

John

Graham Welbourn
# #!
Peter Bell
$ $
John Grave
% %
Alfred Schulhof
Alfred Schulhof
% %!
Jim Panton

400 free

6

100 breast 9
200 back

10

100 breast 9
200 breast 2
100 breast 10

Mike

John

RECORDS KEEPER:

Peter

JULIE JONES
4948 11A AVENUE
DELTA, V4M 1Z4

Kevin

PHONE: 604-943-6561
EMAIL:
records@mastersswimming.bc.ca

50 breast 10
100 breast 7
200 breast 4
50 free
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RECORD APPLICATIONS AT

www.mastersswimming.bc.ca/records/
records.htm

Frank

Alfred

Jim
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Cowichan Aquannis Masters Swimmers
21st Annual Invitational Masters Swim Meet
Sunday, January 23, 2005 Sanction Number: SBCM 0501
Address:

Cowichan Community Centre
Times: Warm-up: 10:00 am Events: 11:00 am. - 4:00 PM.
2687 James Street
Social: 4:00 PM…..
Duncan, BC V9L 2X5
Phone 250-746-0450 FAX 250-715-1277

Entries:

Entries and $20.00 per person must be received by January 13, 2005
Please mail entries and make cheque payable to the Cowichan Community Centre,
Attention Nancy Hamilton
Maximum events per swimmer - 4 individual events, one freestyle relay and one medley relay
Depending on entries, it may be necessary to double lane the 400 freestyle.
No EMAIL entries without permission of the Meet Manager
Any Questions? Meet Manager Diane Ruffell: (250) 746-9804 EMAIL kdruffell@yahoo.ca
Awards:
There will be ribbons awarded up to third place in each event.
Rules:
Current MSC rules will be in effect. Age as of December 31, 2005
Eligibility:
All Masters Swimmers registered with their Provincial, State or National M.S.0.
Pool Specifications
25 meters, 6 lanes, no separate warm-down area, 25c for lockers
Sponsored by Cowichan Aquannis Centre & Cowichan Aquannis Masters Swimming
Officiating
Duncan Stingrays Swim Team
EVENT
___
200 Free Relay - Female
200 Free Relay – Male
200 Free Relay – Mixed

*
*
*

* Select only one of Event 1 – 3
(Seeded Together)
200 Free
100 Fly
50 Back
200 Breast
100 IM
25 Fly
50 Free
200 Back
50 Fly
25 Breast

#

EVENT

#

1
2
3

100 Free
200 IM
50 Breast
25 Back
200 Fly
100 Back
100 Breast
25 Free
400 Free
400 IM

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

200 Medley Relay – Female
200 Medley Relay – Male
200 Medley Relay – Mixed

*
*
*

* Select only one of Event 24-26 (Seeded
Together)

COWICHAN AQUANNIS MASTERS
21st ANNUAL INVITATIONAL MEET
SUNDAY, January 23, 2005
Swimmer Name

MSABC #

Club Name:

Club Code :

Contact Person:
Male

Event Name

Phone #
Female

AGE __________ BIRTHDATE ___________________

Event #

Entry Time

24
25
26

_______
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UBC MASTERS SWIM MEET
Sunday, December 5, 2004
Sanction Number: SBCM0502
Times: Warm-up:
10:00am-10:45am
Scratch deadline: 10:30am
Events:
11:00am-4:00pm
Social:
4:00pm

Location:

UBC Aquatic Center
6121 University Blvd
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1Z1

Please complete entry form (print clearly) and send to: (entry not included – use similar to Cowi meet or
go to web site)
c/o Michele Mossman
UBC Masters Swim Club
2639 W. 5th Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6K 1T2
Entry fee:
Deadline:

$20.00 per swimmer. Please make cheques payable to UBC Masters SwimClub.
Entry forms must be received no later than November 22, 2004.

Rules:
Eligibility:
Awards:
Pool Specs:

Current MSC rules will be in effect.
All Masters swimmers registered with their Provincial, State or National M.S.O.
Ribbons will be awarded for first, second and third place in each event.
25m, 8 lanes, warm-down area in deep end, electronic timing

For further information, please visit our website at www.ubcmasters.com or contact Michele Mossman at
(604) 730-5616.
Please note:
Each swimmer may enter a maximum of 4 individual events, one freestyle relay and one medley
relay.
This is a cardless meet, with Men’s and Women’s events seeded together.
It may be necessary to have two swimmers per lane in the 400m freestyle event.
Meet schedule:
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Event
400 Free
50 Back
200 Fly
100 Free
200 Free Relay*
100 Back
50 Free
200 Breast
200 IM

Number

Event

Break (15 minutes)
10
100 Breast
11
50 Fly
12
200 Free
13
100 IM
14
50 Breast
15
200 Back
16
100 Fly
17
200 Medley Relay*

* Clubs may enter their choice of men’s, women’s or mixed teams for relay Events 5 and 17.
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Nicole Harrison from
Hamilton,
Ont.
decided on a different
type of holiday after
competing in the
W orl d
Masters
s w i m m i n g
Championships
in
Italy this summer.
Perhaps a natural for
a Masters swimmer though, it was a
swimming adventure holiday in
Croatia. Great Lengths (GL) asked
Nicole about her open water tour:
GL: We understand that your
Swim Trek tour was that of island
hopping in th e Siben i k
archipelago in Croatia for 6 days.
What exactly did this involve and
would you give us an idea what
you would do on a typical day?
NH: Well to start off, we were all
based on a little island called Zlarin,
just a 30 minute boat ride away from
Sibenik, Croatia. It was a wonderful
little town warm with hospitality and
scenery. On the Friday June 18th,
2004 after all “swim trekkies” had
arrived, we met with our head “swim
master” Simon and his assistant
Jerry for a brief meeting to get us all
acquainted with each other, our new
team m em bers f or the
week.
People from England,
Australia and of course myself
from Canada...chatted to each other
about our swimming experiences
and for some who had done this
type of swim holiday before gave us
“newbies” a look into the next 6
days. It was a very informative
meeting followed by a nice and
relaxing dinner all together at our
base camp (hotel). We were to start
the next morning bright and early
with a swim trial of some sorts (just
about 800 metres) so that both Jerry
and Simon could see at what level
each swimmer was so to put them in
groups to swim with each other.
Saturday morning. bright and early
as promised (even before breakfast)
we all headed out to the dock and
started on our swim trial. We had
swimmer s of all diff erent

levels..some who had done this type
of tour bef ore (open water
swimmers), some who were top Triathletes and wanting this tour to give
them that extra little edge..some
who didn’t really swim (compete in
any way but enjoyed the water) and
then there was me, I had come to
Croatia to swim, to just enjoy the
scenery, the camaraderie and make
it my holiday adventure.
We completed our “trial swim”
and were put into our respective
groups ( I was the last group) and

Leader, Simon in Zodiac - swimmer
behind
then we enjoyed our breakfast to the
fullest. After breakfast, we were to
start our first swim...a 3km swim
heading into the open
sea..depending on weather and the
group we were to do another 2+ km
swim in the afternoon.
The waters started to get rough in
the middle of the swim and with 13
swimmers and 2-3 metre waves it
was getting difficult to keep every
one in the same area...unfortunately
for me...without lane ropes and
black lines on the bottom to follow, I
tend to swim to the left..LOL Some
of the “scenic” swimmers got out
half way through because the water
was getting too rough for them but
the few swimmers left, struggled
through and when we finished
we “high fived” each other as we
reached the other side and touched
land...it was a great feeling. A job
well done!
This would be the general itinerary
for the rest of the week. Each day
we would rise early, enjoy a
breakfast and then off to conquer
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another island.
Most of our
swims were the distance of 3-4 km
swims. We would head out for our
first swim of the day, then break for
our lunch about an hours worth of
rest and refueling and then head out
f o r o u r se c o n d a d v e n t u r e
swim..usually 2-3 km again. We
were usually back to the base by 4-5
pm each day where we would rest,
talk about our day’s swim and the
good and bads (if any bads) and
then enjoy a wonderful dinner at one
of the two family owed eating spots
on the Island Zlarin. For me, I
usually headed to bed early so that I
could give my body the proper
refueling it needed to get ready for
our next days exercise!
GL: How many people were there
on you 'trek' and how were the
different abilities and speeds of
the swimmers handled?How far
did you swim each day?
NH: There were 13 swimmers, 2
swim masters (Simon the Head
Master and Jerry the assistant), 1
boat with 1 captain at the helm, and
a zodiac which Simon was in during
our swims.. and two assistants (the
2 tony’s) whose job was to keep us
on track and keep an eye on us and
to let us know when we were getting
off track with each other.
As for our speed abilities, 3 were
placed into 3+ groups...the scenic
swimmers first, giving them a good
head start, the open water
swimmers and some tri-athletes,
and then the third group was the
guys...with one of them being
Richard who was a top tri-athlete
and then me + the extra at the
end. Simon would usually tell me
that he was keeping an eye on me
but for me to give the groups a big
head start before I entered. I would
usually catch up with the groups,
pass along side of them, lead for a
while and then play in the water until
they caught up again and then hung
with them relaxing in the water and
just enjoying myself. It was fun to
play cat and mouse each day...gave
me a challenge to see how long it
(Continued on page 17)
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(Continued from page 16)

would take for me to meet up with
the group.
GL: Did you have guides and
escort boats during your swims
and was it well organized?
NH: Simon, our head master, would
be in the water in the zodiac making
sure that the group of swimmers
were all doing fine. Jerry would stay

A day at the Falls.. a day off to have
some fun and relaxation..."check out
the sign"..(Nicole in right front)
on board the boat and watch from
above and try to keep us in line with
his whistle and bull horn (just incase
we got off track). During our swims,
both Jerry and Simon who would
whistle to let us know it’s feeding
time and we were fed our liquid
drinks through water bottles being
thrown to us, making sure our
bodies
would
get
the
proper refueling get extra big results
from our swims.
Sally from
England, who was a previous (on
many occasions) “swim trekie”, had
a mixture of
her
own
liquid
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sandwiches, lots of bananas and an
assortment of fruits, lunch was some
times pasta, a chocolate treat of
some sort, water and hot tea. We
sunbathed for a few minutes getting
warm from the sun’s heat and then
back into the water again.
It was a wonderful day each day
we ventured out. So well organized
and fun...the most important thing
that both Jerry and Simon stressed
is that not only did we try to
complete the swim to our best
abilities, but most importantly to
enjoy the water, the swim and the
scenery. Take each stroke, feel it
and enjoy it.
GL: What other activities did you
experience on your trip?
NH: We didn’t just swim on our
adventure...we hiked, we played
sports (beach volleyball for a small
change in the afternoon. of course
after our swim day was over..)
We even took a day off from the
swimming from island to island to go
and enjoy a well deserved trip to the
waterfalls. To just relax, enjoy, eat
lunch and play in the waterfalls. It
was a nice break from the
swimming. As well, there was a few
times that after our lunch break and
before getting back into the km
swimming to the next island..both
Jerry and Simon would break up the
group and we would do some “drill
techniques” to help us get the most
out of our swims...maybe try to
adjust one’s stroke or just give one a
bett er chance at getti ng
faster. Although Jerry tried to help
my stroke I had to let him know that
I had
been

At the
end of
the swim
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dog a new trick”...I am glad to say..I
was wrong.
With a few small
corrections and some advice to think
about while swimming I have to
admit, my stroke feels much
stronger and less stressful in the
water!! My thanks to Jerry.
GL: What were the highlights of
your trip?
NH: Well, I loved it that I was doing
something that I absolutely love
and having “new friends” to share in
my enjoyment was the greatest
thing. Just think, “no tug of war” on
who’s doing what and who wants to
go where (which usually happens on
a holiday.. you can’t pl ease
everyone): we all wanted to be at
the same place at the same time! I
met some absolutely wonderful
people who I welcome to come to
Canada anytime..I enjoyed myself
thoroughly and would recommend it
to anyone who was looking for
something different
on
their holidays. It was hard work at
tim es but I enj oyed ev ery
second...haven’t put my “swim trek”
thoughts away, tucked in a box
somewhere...they are out there
wondering where I will join the “swim
trek” group again next year?
GL: What was the cost of the trip?
NH: For the 6 day trip it was around
$1,500 which included breakfast and
lunch and accommodation.
GL: Would you recommend these
tours to other Masters
swimmers? Any other notes?
NH: Yes. The little hotel we stayed
at was warm and welcoming and the
staff were amazing..and finally, visit
Croatia...you won’t be disappointed!
Nicole has swum for Etobicoke for 8
yrs. and swims all strokes. She says
the 400 IM is one of her favourites
though she is supposed to be a
breaststroker

For more information go to:
www.swimtrek.com

refueling drink. At our lunch breaks,
we we r e t re at e d t o l a r g e

swimming my stroke for so long I
didn’t think he could teach an “old
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tool for us, kicking fast while
swimming slow and steady with
their arms.
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By Aaron Dahl

(Great Lengths) GL : We
understand that when you took
over coaching the age group
team in Campbell River two years
ago, you were concerned that
your swimmers were very poor
kickers. How did you go about
improving
their
kick?
(Aaron Dahl) AD: When I came to
Campbell River a couple years ago,
I felt that, generally, our kick
needed to be better. The best
sprinters have a kick like a big
outboard motor and more and
more, middle distance swimmers
are swimming their races with
strong kicks throughout the entire
race. If we wanted to compete, we
needed to be better in this area.
The first thing we addressed was
the amount of kicking we did. At the
start of the season, we spent a
considerable amount of time kicking
with long kick sets. 200'
s, 400'
s,
500'
s and four 30 minute kicks for
distance over the course of the first
6 months to measure improvement.
After the kicking endurance
improved, at a base aerobic level at
least, we spent more time kicking
with purpose. I'
m a firm believer
that kicking slow doesn'
t really help
you improve your kick when you
race because the speeds are so
different. The kids spent a lot of
time doing kick at higher intensities
and quality kick sets. Some sprint
sets but mostly kicking fast in spurts
within a long kick set or some best
average kick sets.
Finally, we spent the better part of a
year teaching kids how to
implement this kick into their stroke.
There are lots of good board kickers
that can'
t kick well when they swim
because of their stroke and kick
rhythm. 6 beat kick drills and other
stroke drills with strong kicking
helped. Overkicking was a good

And finally, for the first 6 months I
was here, the kids didn'
t use a
kickboard. Body position is
important and when we prop up on
boards, we tend to have a very
different body position than when
we swim. Make sure you do some
kicking without a board, either in
streamline or on your side.
GL: Did you have swimmers work
o n al l 4 stro k e ki ck s?
AD: We started with Freestyle
but made sure to spend some time
working with all four stroke,
although across the board, freestyle
seemed to be by far our worst. The
breaststrokers seemed to really
benefit from this program of
kicking.
GL: We know that you have also
coached Masters swimmers. How
would you get them to develop
better kicking?
AD: I think the template is the
same for masters swimmers, just
making sure that you take skill level
and things like mobility into account.
Youngsters tend to be more flexible
so a masters swimmer may have to
take more time to make sure that
the ankles stay flexible, which is a
very common trait in good kickers.
GL: How important do you feel
the kick i s for Masters
swimmers?
AD: In a sport that can be very
tough on the upper body (ie:
shoulders, neck, middle back
etc) kicking should become more
and more important as a swimmer
gets older and stays in the sport
longer. A great kicker will be able to
train faster and longer with a
great kick. Also, kicking helps
develop the larger muscle groups
(glutes, quads) and will, therefore,
help develop aerobic capacity faster
than training without a hard kick.
GL: Do you recommend any out
of the water exercises for better
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kicking? (i.e. flexibility ones,
endurance???)
AD:Vertical kicking is a great way to
break up a workout and is a good
way to develop a strong, technically
proficient kick. It can be done with
or without fins. The fins will also
help ankle flexibility but you have to
make sure not to become
dependant on your fins. There are
lots of bad kickers out there that
can beat the whole team wearing
fins. If that'
s the case, it probably is
a flexibility issue. Ankle rotations
and manipulation of the ankle joint
will help this.
GL: Any final hints you wish to
offer to Masters swimmers re
kicking?
AD: Remember to change up your
kicking routine. Kick one day with a
board, one day without. Kick on
your side a lot for freestyle to
emulate the body position when
swimming freestyle. If you do long
kick sets, add in some fast 25'
s or
50'
s to increase your speed. And
finally, remember that there is such
a thing as kicking technique. Spend
time working on the mechanics of
the kick with your coach or fellow
swimmers to make sure you have
the technique you need. Good Luck

Aaron has been coaching competitive
swimming since 1988 when he started with
the Squamish Summer Swim Club as an
assistant coach. Since that time he has had
very successful stops in Vancouver, Fort St.
John, Medicine Hat and Red Deer and most
recently Campbell River where he is the
Head Coach of the Killer Whales Swim Club.
Aaron has been fully certified at Level 3 with
the NCCP since 1997 and is currently
working on his level 4 certification. He has a
degree in Physical Education from the
University of Victoria and has a second
degree in Coaching Science, graduating in
1996.
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The 100 IM
Great Lengths talked to John van
Buuren, our most recent World
record breaker about a different
event.
GL: Since you cannot go all out
on each stroke, even in the 100,
do you have an overall plan of
attack when swimming the 100
I.M. ?
JvB: Since I never swam 100 I.M.
until at the Masters meets I’ve only
just started to develop any sort of
plan. To me, you have to be
competitive where you are weakest
in the race. Either get far ahead and
make the competition expend
energy catching up or work on your
weaker areas to hopefully produce a
more balanced I.M. The very best
individual medley swimmers now
don’t seem to have many weak
areas.
GL: How do you use your
p erson al
streng th s an d
weaknesses in swimming this
race?
JvB: Breaststroke has always been
my downfall. I have been able to
train hard mainly swimming
freestyle. As I have improved I now
am able to train more intensely on
the other strokes. Slowly, the fly and
back legs are becoming more
comfortable to swim just by what I
call feel. (Out in a race quickly
without expending too much
energy.) The breaststroke leg takes
a lot out of me and consequently I
don’t finish well yet on the freestyle,
but there has been improvement this
past year.
GL: How do you practice for the
100 I.M. ? Would you give us
some sets that you like to do in
the competition season?
JvB:
I have wondered whether
there may be two different
approaches to I.M. In the past I
always trained mainly freestyle and

put the I.M. together as the big
meets arrived. This worked for me
even though at big meets my weak
breaststroke leg was more obvious.
I don’t remember ever going to an
important meet to swim just one
event. When swimming more than
one event, especially more than one
stroke, there is a balancing act that
occurs to allow good swims in all the
events. The other approach would
be to train for a meet and only swim
the I.M. One could then spend a lot
more time working on the I.M. This
would involve sets where you
change strokes a lot and you might
spend more focused time on the I.M.
turns.
Some of the sets I do are like this. 4
x 75m swimming in 100 I.M. order.
i.e. fly back breast ,free fly back etc.
or just 8 x 50 I.M. order The closer
the meet is the more I would swim
the I.M. as it would be at the meet.
i.e. 5 x 100 I.M.
GL: Do you use specific breathing
patterns on each stroke, and what
about breath control on turns?
JvB: I don’t have a specific
predesigned pattern although it
might look as if I do when I am
swimming well. Usually, if my
butterfly goes well I would breathe
every second stroke for awhile.
Turns are tough and for me depend
almost completely on fitness.
You can practice turns but there is
no replacing the fact that you have
to do them in a race when you are
tired. The basics always work,
good streamline, clean and smooth
in and out of the wall and in the 100
I.M. a degree of aggressiveness is
necessary.
GL: Would you comment on the
turns and pointers for doing good
ones, in the 100 I.M.?
JvB: To do I.M. turns well you have
to practice them and certainly in the
200 I.M. there are a lot of different
turns to master. If you think for a
moment there are seven different
turns in the 200 I.M. Again the
basics are an important place to
focus. as I mentioned good
st reamli ne, sm oot hness and
cleanness in and out of the wall.
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GL: Do you have any specific
suggestions for training for the
100 I.M.
JvB: Probably to spend time on
each stroke and if possible play
around with working on the weaker
strokes. Usually either back or
breast is a problem for everyone so
time spent here will pay of when
swimming I.M.
John’s bio: Dr. John van Buuren,

B.Sc.,M.Sc., M.D. Coach, Team Physician

Dr. John van Buuren has been involved in
competitive swimming for the past 40
years. In 1964, he began winter swimming
in New Westminster at the local YMCA. A
successful age group swimmer, John
entered Simon Fraser University on an
athletic and academic scholarship. He
swam for SFU for 4 years and had an
outstanding record winning 12 out of 12
individual NAIA championships, the only
athlete in North American collegiate history
to do so. During his career he swam in the
World Championships and the World
Student Games. As well he was a member
of the Canadian National Team for 8 years.
John'
s coaching experience involves
senior, junior and university level
swimmers while in Halifax during graduate
and medical school. More recently, he has
coached voluntarily with the Coquitlam
Sharks and the annual National Alumni
Swim Camp at UBC.
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DOWN BUT NOT OUT
With Mike Stamhuis

Great Lengths GL: We noticed
y our
a b se n c e
at
the
Provincials this year and
understand that you had
severe elbow tendonitis. Is this
correct? Can you tell us what
the injury was and how it
happened?
Mike Stamhuis MS: The injury
started in one elbow last
November(2003). The injury is
typically called "Golfer'
s Elbow"
and typically affects the tendon
on the inside of the elbow and
forearm (as opposed to "Tennis
Elbow" which affects the tendon
on the outside. Consequently,
the catch and pull on all four
strokes result in pain. I swam
through it and continued weight
training until it became too
painful to continue. Later, in
January, while using a large tree
trimmer I favoured the injured
arm and ended up injuring the
other arm as well.
GL: What was the treatment
for this injury?
MS: The treatment started with
physiotherapy and acupuncture
along with specific stretching
exercises. While these provide
some temporary relief, they did
not allow me to go back to
proper training. I then got
cortisone shots in my elbows
which took the pain away totally
for two months. I gradually
started back into pulling in
workouts but the pain returned
shortly thereafter. I have since
had a further cortisone shot in
my right elbow and the pain has
lessened but not disappeared.
While I am doing limited pulling
at this time, I am still hoping to
get back to more serious work
later this fall or winter.

GL: How soon were you able
to get back into the water and
what were you able to do?
MS: I never really got out of the
water. Rather I started doing one
arm freestyle and then, in
January when both arms were
affected, my workouts were
confined to legs only. I am
hoping to gradually increase the
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MS: The injury symptoms are a
sudden pain on the inside of the
elbow (the funnybone side) that
manifests itself whenever one
pulls with the wrist cocked in the
catch position of any of the four
strokes. I would recommend that
any one with those symptoms
LISTEN TO THEIR BODY and
stop pulling and see a doctor or
physiotherapist immediately. This
may allow you to get onto a
treatment program before the
inflammation becomes severe
and may result in a much shorter
hiatus from competition.
I do miss the camaraderie of the
meets and am hopeful that I can
get on the blocks again before
too long.

upper body work over time
recognizing that I may need
more cortisone to get through it.
As a consequence of nine
months of legs only workouts I
have substantially improved from
a totally pathetic kicker to a
merely mediocre one.
GL: Are things back to normal
yet? Do you still need to do
any specific exercises like one
does for rotator cuff injury
prevention?
MS: How I wish things were back
to normal! I am still doing
stretching exercises and limiting
the pulling. Unfortunately this
injury can be very slow in healing
as the tendon is used constantly
in simple day to day movements.
Once it is healed I likely will
continue with simple exercises to
reduce the risk of recurrence.
GL: Do you have any advice to
Masters swimmers as to how
to avoid this injury? Would
you explain the early
symptoms?

All the best from lane 9.
From Linda MacPherson
Thank you to all my buddies who
sent me their best wishes and
cards etc. I really felt so good to
know that I had so many friends
out there.
My thanks and I will see you
soon Linda
Editor’s note: Linda participated in
Senior Games in Penticton early in
Sept! Welcome back
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By Barry Davis
From South Korea
to Sweden then on
to Las Vegas, San
Francisco and finally
Vancouver,
our newest profile
person,
Victoria
Naess, has had a
most interesting life.
Victoria was born in
South Korea, but was adopted as an
infant by a Swedish couple and
grew up there. At five, her mother
put her in swimming lessons...... as
most parents like their kids to learn
how to swim. Victoria hated
it...refusing to get into the water almost an entire semester. However,
eventually she learned.
Entering
her first race at eight.....the 25 back,
she became upset right before the
race...crying and so her coach
scratched her. Victoria vowed never
to compete in swimming again.
However, she was back at it, improved greatly and found the meets
motivational and fun.
Training
camps at age 9 were a different
story. She describes them as experiences of horror.
Nevertheless, Victoria continued on and started doing very well.
When she was 14, she swam her
fastest 50 free ever (26.84) and that
still stands as a personal best. She
enrolled at a Swedish high school
that had a swimming program,
which involved moving away from
home. Victoria started training for
the middle distance races like the
200 and 400 free and eventually
went on to win the 200 in the Swedish Junior National Championships.
After graduation, Victoria applied for a scholarship to swim in the
US and was accepted into the University of Las Vegas (UNLV) so she
packed her bags and moved to the
desert. She had a great time swimming with people from all over the
world. Swimming at the NCAA division one level was very demanding..... training between 12,00015,000 metres or yards per day plus
weight training, running and dryland
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training. When her four years of eligibility were up, Victoria was burnt
out and did not want to see a pool
for a long time. She was a bit disappointed that she did not perform as
well as she thought she could, but
figures being over-tired and too broken down created this scenario.
In 2000, Victoria moved to San
Francisco where she joined her first
Masters team, the University of San
Francisco Masters. She only swam
with them for one semester, but she
got a taste for Masters swimming
which was so different from NCAA
swimming. There were barbecues
and other social activities which
brought an element of fun into it.
Victoria swam her first Masters

meet in 2001 while visiting family
and friends in Sweden. That same
year she moved to Vancouver to
start her MBA at Simon Fraser. She
swam sporadically by herself for two
years. Upon graduation, she started
working as a product manager for a
high-tech firm in Richmond. Last
Fall, she joined the Richmond Rapids so she would be able to swim
more regularly.
Victoria has entered several
meets this year and loves racing
and competing, but it is with a more
relaxed attitude compared to the
past. She tries to swim three times
per week, but work sometimes interferes. Missing a practice now and
then is not a big thing for her. She
is mixing up her training with about 3
runs per week, some weight training
and learning to play tennis. Her
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weekly mileage total for swimming is
now about what it was for one day at
UNLV. It has worked for her as she
has broken four BC records and will
now challenge the National records
before she changes age groups. As
a Master swimmer, she is also trying
events that she has never done before like the IM’s. Victoria loves
Masters. She has met so many
wonderful and friendly people, and
the greatest motivation for her is to
see men and women in their 60’s
and beyond being incredibly fit
swimming events like the 200 fly
and 1500 free, which she has admittedly avoided out of fear. She has
plans to swim at least another 50
years. (It won’t be in the open water
either as she has to see that black
line on the bottom of the lake or sea
along with lots of chlorine in order
for it to happen.) Guess she needs
to take that back. Victoria completed
her first open water swim at Kits
Beach on July 22 without being attacked by alligators and little fish
with sharp teeth.
Victoria also has a sense of humour admitting that she is extremely
clumsy. This fact is born out from
various “incidents” such as falling of
bleachers, starting blocks and even
the pool deck! Injuries seem to be a
frequent occurrence where she will
simply fall while running creating a
multitude of bruises or adding other
bruises to her body from unknown
sources. That is why she is in the
water. Less injury time. Another
time, while training in the outside
lane, she pushed off the wall and
caught her suit in the ladder which
ripped causing some personal embarrassment. And lastly, my favourite one, is the SUMMER swim meet
in Sweden where swimmers wear a
variety of winter garments to stay
warm. This is fine, but usually when
one is on the starting blocks, one
does not wear a toque to start a
race. Apparently, Victoria amused
all by this little display. And.......I did
say SUMMER!
Next time you see Victoria at a
meet, say hello, but watch yourself
as she may trip over you knocking
an official into the water.
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Nutrition Notes
Dare to Indulge

from Runner’s World
www.runnersworld.com
Many “banned” foods are actually
good for runners. Here’s how to eat
like a king
by: Kristen Wolfe Bieler
What was on your mind the last time
you polished off a bowl of
guacamole? The mileage you’d
need to run to burn it off? The fast
you’d begin after the last bite to
make up for the calories? Chances
are, you weren’t thinking “health
food” as you sank a corn chip into
the creamy rich dip, but there are
many nutritionists who would
encourage runners to do just that.
Having downed a few bowls of
guacamole in his time, Scott Fisher,
R.D., director of the Active Training
and Nutrition Center in Englewood,
New Jersey, promotes the nutritional
v alue of the misunderstood
avocado. He admits that the bulk of
its calories come from fat, but says
it’s the monounsaturated type that
actually lowers blood cholesterol.
“Av ocados are al so f ull of
antioxidants and rich in lutein, which
helps prevent cataracts and
blindness,” says Fisher. “They also
happen to be the highest fruit source
of vitamin E.”
But it’s not just avocados. Runners
have a tendency to relegate all
mouth-watering foods to the avoidat-all-costs category when, in fact,
most of these foods have many
redeeming nutritional qualities.
While no one is promoting chocolate
as the new wheat germ, dietitians
offer compelling reasons for runners
to enjoy many of life’s decadent
culinary pleasures.
Take the crustacean, another
m al i g n e d d el i c a cy. “P e o pl e
mistakenly think shrimp and lobster
are high in cholesterol, but they

actually have about the same
amount as lean poultry,” says
Fisher. Low in fat overall, lobsters
and the like are also an important
source of vitamin B, calcium, and
zinc. And while we’re on the subject
of seaf ood, ev en caviar is
considered nutrient-rich and low in
calories for the amount consumed
(about 40 calories a tablespoon). A
dense source of protein, amino
acids, and omega-3 fatty acids,
caviar also contains vitamins A, D,
and E.
Don’t hesitate to wash down your
beluga with a glass of champagne,
either. Moderate wine consumption
has long been linked to a decreased
risk of heart
disease and
cancer,
is
proven
to
lower
bad
chol e st er ol ,
and
may
even
help
wa r d
of f
Alzheimer’s disease. If that isn’t
enough to get you to uncork a bottle,
a recent Harvard Medical School
study found that the compound
resveratrol, present only in red wine,
mimics the life-lengthening effects of
calorie reduction.
Looking for an excuse to order a
milkshake? Research by Michael B.
Zemel, Ph.D., director of the
Nutrition Institute at the University of
Tennessee, concludes that drinking
milk can help burn fat. When
deprived of calcium, the body
produces higher levels of the
hormone calcitriol, which triggers
increased production of fat cells.
And weight loss is enhanced when
the calcium is consumed in the form
of milk and milk-based products, as
opposed to calcium tablets.
Make it a chocolate milkshake, while
you’re at it. Recent discoveries
reveal chocolate--the darker the
better--contains antioxidants, which
increase good cholesterol, help
prevent cancer and heart disease,
and lower blood pressure (more so,
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some believe, than red wine).
Researchers at the University of
Westminster discovered that merely
sniffing chocolate boosts the
immune system. And it’s probably
not a coincidence that so many
runners experience chocolate
cravings, as the same feel-good
endorphins released in the body
while running are also thought to be
released after eating foods such as
chocolate.
Few dietitians (or animal rights
activists) would endorse foie gras.
But one study by a Canadian
ph arm a ce ut i c al com pa ny i n
cooperation with the French
National Institute for Medical
Research found that the people in
the Gascony region of southwest
France, who eat more foie gras than
anyone else in the world, have half
the number of heart attacks as the
rest of France--and the French
already have a lower risk of he art
attack than Americans.
But the benefits of indulging in these
foods come not only from the
nutrients they provide. “I promote all
things in moderation, including
moderati on,” says Li nda
Houtkooper, Ph.D., R.D., a
nutrition consultant for USA Track &
Field, and sports nutritionist at the
University of Arizona. “There are
times when you need to thoroughly
enjoy foods that give you pleasure.
And if you can learn to not feel guilty
about it, you are healthier overall.”
Houtkooper sees many runners
living in a constant state of
deprivation, which can lead to health
problems down the road.
Runners need to remember their
sport is an incredible calorie burner.
That means a runner can--and
probably should--indulge more often
than a couch warmer. “One of the
reasons I run marathons is so I can
treat myself more often,” says Scott
Fisher. His personal strategy:
Choose a day or two during the
week when you plan to indulge,
(Continued on page 23)
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(Continued from page 22)

ideally around a great workout.
Planning ahead makes it less likely
you’ll overindulge and also gives
you something to look forward to-like a visit from Ben and Jerry,
perhaps?
The Seven Healthy Sins (Indulgent
foods that actually improve your
health)
Avocado
Replace mayo with slices of
avocado in your sandwich. You’ll
save calories and boost vitamin E
stores. (Two tablespoons of
avocado have five grams of fat and
55 calories.)
Caviar
Celebrate after a race or workout by
topping a smoked salmon appetizer
with environmentally-friendly and
protein-dense American caviar.
(One ounce has 5 grams of mostly
unsaturated fat and 70 calories.)
Chocolate

At least once a week,
enjoy an ounce of
chocolate
for
its
disease-fighting
antiox idants.
Remember: dark has
more antioxidants than
milk chocolate. (One
ounce has 10 grams of fat and 150
calories.)

Lobster

The night before
the big race, host a
lobster bake for
your
training
partners so you can
top
of f
your
calcium, zinc, and
vitamin B stores. (Three ounces of
lobster has 1 gram of fat and 85
calories.)
Milkshake
When
watching
your
wei ght ,
reward
yourself
with a calciumrich
banana

milkshake, which will actually help
burn fat. (A shake made with two
cups of two-percent milk and one
ripe banana has 381 calories.)
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Update
John Bell, MSC

Shrimp

Jazz up that
v eggi es-onl y
salad
by
topping it with
c o o k e d
shrimp. Your muscles will thank you
for the extra protein. (One ounce of
shrimp has one gram of fat and 30
calories.)
Wine

No need to wait until the
weekend to imbibe. Toast
your heart health with a
daily glass of wine--red
provides the most health
benefits. (A five-ounce
glass of red wine contains
100 calories.)

Foods You Can Use
Hard facts on the best snacks for
runners
Cantaloupe Just one cup of fresh
cantaloupe provides: Total-body
recovery--over 100 percent of the
Daily Value (DV) of vitamin A, with
over half of it coming from the
antioxidant beta-carotene, which
helps protect against the muscle
and tissue damage caused by
intense workouts
Enhanced immunity--over 100
percent of the DV of vitamin C, a
powerful antioxidant that helps
strengthen your immune system
Electrolyte balance--over 50
percent of the DV of potassium
keep you well hydrated
Heart protection--about 10 percent
of the DV of folate to help prevent
heart disease

Representative
The 2004 MSC Annual General
Meeting was held in Edmonton at
the Kinsmen Sports Centre during
the Nationals Championship this
past May.
Of the 30 or so
swimmers who attended the
meeting, many were surprised to
l e a r n t h a t o nl y p r ov i n ci a l
representatives have a vote at the
AGM. This didn’t stop people from
voicing their opinions, and it’s clear
that those at the meeting want MSC
to do a better job at communicating
with its members – improving its
website was one of the ideas
suggested. Several BC members
noted that they have not been
receiving their copy of WAVES in
the mail. Contact me if this has
happened to you, and we’ll make
sure that your name is on the list.
MSC has established several
committees to take a serious look at
how it can become a more relevant
and usef ul organization f or
supporting and promoting masters
swimming in Canada.
The
committees are made-up of
swimmers from across the country,
and most of the discussion takes
place via email or at swim meets. If
you have ideas on how to improve
MSC, or have a desire to participate
on any of the committees, please
contact me or MSC President Chris
Smith at chrismith32@hotmail.com.
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Navy Masters Sprint and
Relay Swim Meet
Submitted by Tony Zezza

On Sunday, 13 June, Navy
hosted a Masters Swim Meet in
Victoria.
The scheduling and
planning for the meet was only
confirmed in the early spring
when it was discovered that the
Annual Penticton Meet would
definitely not be held. With this in
mind, Navy started off to coordinate pool space, required
Officials, and administrative/
financial support. The last item to
determine was, what swim events
would be held. Navy decided to
go ahead with the much talked
about "“multi-relay event"” swim
meet concept.
Having Navy'’s Base (CFB
Esquimalt) assist in hosting the
meet was an easier sell than
originally anticipated.
Only
weeks prior to, it was decided
that Canada would possibly host
either the 2005 or 2006 Military
World Swimming Championships
and therefore our meet would be
a logical starting point as a trial
platform.
With additional
assistance from the MSABC'
’s
Board, they quickly provided
additional assistance with the
guidance and equipment to
ensure the meet went off without
a hitch. Lastly, with support from
HtO and Base Public Affairs, the
meet was complete with
"“registration bags"”, swim meet
T-Shirts, and photographer.
As registration time came along,
it was obvious that this would be
a small meet, with the majority of
interest coming from Island
Clubs.
Although registration
numbers were disappointing, the
low attendance was to be
expected based on the timing of
the meet and the last minute

scheduling. From Navy'
’s point of
view and not to sound selfserving, the June timing of the
meet was perfect since most of
the West Coast Ship'
’s are
traditionally alongside during the
late spring/summer and our junior
Naval Officers return to Victoria
for their summer training. Lastly,
our meet would be the last meet
for 3 of our long-serving
swimmers, all being posted out of
the area this summer. With that,
Heather Beynon, Laurie Beynon,
and Lianna Doherty all swam
their last meet with Navy. Vic
Masters and Navy also took
advantage of saying good bye to
Danielle Brault, which who has
taken the year off to travel.
Hosting a wide variety of relays
definitely had its advantages.
Altogether, 13 MSABC relay
records were set. The almost
never held in BC, 4x200 free
relay would challenge some of
the existing National records,
most of which belong to Ontario
and Quebec Clubs. At the end of
the meet, it was discovered that 3
National relay records were set:
a. 4x200 men'
’s free (200+),Vic
Masters (David Cassels, Rod
Carmichael, Richard Zadchowski,
and Mark Langdon) 9:16.02;
b. 4x200 men'
’s free (280+),
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Beynon, Lianna Doherty, and
John McManus) 9:33.61.
As the meet came to a close, the

common question was would
Navy host this meet again?
Notwithstanding the work,
administration, and co-ordinating
the required volunteers, Navy
found the experience of hosting a
meet really enjoyable. The best
part of the meet, any meet for
that matter, was the "“THE
PEOPLE"”. For most of us, we
only have a few swim meets a
year and to reacquaint ourselves
with friends within our swimming
community. I can only think back
of to what makes meets like
Provincials and Nationals a great
experience. Is it the pool, the
multi-swim events, or seeing
another part of BC/Canada?
Although I believe all these items
are important and add to the
experience, it’s the people within
our swimming community that
truly make the meet. Photo album
from the Navy Meet can be seen
on our web site
www.navymasters.com

Nanaimo
Ebbtides

Victoria Silver Streaks (Russ
Donaldson, Hugh McGregor, Alex
Johnson, and James Portelance)
with a time of 13:56.79; and
c. 4x200 mixed free (120+),
Navy (Tony Zezza, Heather

Victoria
Masters
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Anybody can practice, but it takes courage to
compete, and compete well. You have to be willing
to lift the spirit and reach for a higher potential.

(Coach, Masters swimmer & USMS Vice-president Scott
Rabalais)

Web Sites
MSABC Web Page

www.mastersswimming.bc.ca

Canadian Records Web Page:

www3.sympatico.ca/chberger

MSABC Records Web Page

www.user.dccnet.com/julanej

Oregon Masters Web Page

www.swimoregon.org

PNA Masters Swimming

www.swimpna.org

Pool Guide (for pool anywhere in the
world)

www.swimmersguide.com

US Masters Web Page:

www.usms.org

MSC Web Page

www.mastersswimmingcanada.ca

Swim BC Web Page

www.swim.bc.ca

FINA

www.fina.org/
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AD RATES FOR GREAT
LENGTHS
Full Page: 18.5 cm x 24 cm =
$200.00 for one issue or
$800.00 for 5 issues
1/2 Page 18.5 cm x 12 cm =
$150.00 for one issue or
$600.00 for 5 issues
1/4 Page 9.25 cm x 12 cm =
$125.00 for one issue
or $500.00 for 5 issues
1/6 Page 6.10 cm x 12 cm =
$75.00 for one issue
or $300.00 for 5 issues
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MSABC PINS ($5.00)
MSABC SILICONE CAP ($12.00)
MSABC LATEX CAP ($5.00)
MSABC T-SHIRT ($14.00) if mailed
STILL AVAILABLE—CONTACT TONY ZEZZA
TO ORDER YOURS AND ASK HIM ABOUT OTHER ITEMS FOR SALE
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+,, -+- ,
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/-+
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UNDERWATER CAMERA
AVAILABLE TO CLUBS
An underwater camera with
recording video and monitor
has been purchased by
MSABC. Clubs may borrow
this unit. For more information
please contact:
Ron Noakes:
ron@noakes.ca
(604) 224-8969 Vancouver
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MSABC Video and DVD Library
Videos and DVDs from MSABC’s library are available for loan to members. The loan
period is 3 weeks, or 2 weeks if there is a wait list. A maximum of two items can
borrowed at a time. To borrow from the library, please contact:
John Bell, MSABC Director
Ph. 604 685-1412
Email videos@mastersswimming.bc.ca
Provide your full name, mailing address, phone number and MSABC registration
number.

MSABC VIDEO and DVD LIBRARY

21st Century Swimming Bill Sweetenham Video
Series
Volume 1 – Freestyle
Volume 2 – Backstroke
Volume 3 – Breaststroke
Volume 4 – Butterfly
Volume 5 – Individual Medley
Volume 6 – Starts, Turns, Finishes
Volume 7 – Advanced Drills
Volume 8 – Mini Squad/Junior Squad
Volume 9 – Coaching Hints
Don Gambril’s Classic Video Series
Swimming Techniques (with E. Maglischo)
Coaches’ Drills
Women’s Swimming
Richard Quick and Skip Kenney Videos
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster – covers swim
fundamentals for all four stokes.
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster II: Starts,
Turns & Finishes
Other Videos
Swimming Fastest II – John Trembley
covers all starts, turns, whole strokes and
drills.
Fluid Swimming by Dr. Marty Hull – covers
importance of range of motion, flexibility,
stretching and strengthening.
Aleksandre Popov: What’s the Limit –
covers Popov’s swimming story and
aspects of sprint freestyle.

NEW VIDEOS!!
Richard Quick Championship Winning
Swimming Video Series 2003
Posture, Line and Balance
Freestyle
Backstroke
Breaststroke
Butterfly
Turns for All Strokes
Starts
Underwater Swimming – the 5th Stroke
Swimalates: Pilates for Swimmers
Swimmer’s Shoulder Prehab and Rehab
This new series is built upon the principles of
posture, line and balance or “inside/out” (body
core/extremities) philosophies pioneered by
stroke technician Bill Boomer.
NEW IN DVD!!
Terry Laughlin: Total Immersion Series
Four Strokes Made Easy – this DVD
contains the two original Total Immersion
videos, combined on a single disc. Video
copies are no longer available.
Freestyle Made Easy – covers the basics
of freestyle and turns. Available in DVD
and Video format.

Editors’ note: John asked us for comments on the new Quick videos. We viewed the fly & free
which were excellent. Take a look at some new ideas. ‘Swimlates’ a combo of Pilates & Yoga is
good also for those interested in maintaining body core strength and general range of movement.
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Georgina Lopez (60-64)
North Vancouver
50, 100 free LCM

Brian Johnson (40-44)
Vancouver Ducks
200 IM LCM
&
John van Buuren (50-54)
Vancouver Ducks
50 back, 100 fly, 100 free LCM World
records
100 back,200 IM, 50 fly LCM
Mark Oldham (35-39)
English Bay
200 free LCM

Joan Parnell (75-79)
North Vancouver
200 free
Sarah MacDonald (40-44)
Victoria
50, 100, 200 free, 50 fly
LCM
Elsa de Leeuw (80-84)
White Rock Waves
50 free, 400 free
(by1’40sec), 800 free (by
almost 4’), 200 IM

Hugh McGregor (85-89)
Crystal Silver Streaks
1500 free, (by almost 13 min)
100 back LCM
John Grave (70-74)
Salmon Arm
100 free LCM

Rod Craig (40-44)
North Vancouver
1500 free LCM

John McManus (50-54)
Navy
1500 free LCM

Marion Devitt (85-89)
Crystal Silver Streaks
100 breast LCM

Avila Rhodes (45-49)
Victoria
100, 200 breast LCM
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